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Paris, 19 January 2021: Master draughtsman Pierre Le-Tan (1950-2019) assembled a captivating and 

sprawling collection of art and objects over the course of 40 years, living with these pieces in three 

small rooms of his apartment in Paris. This March, Sotheby’s will be offering at auction almost 400 

lots, which together offer art lovers and collectors a glimpse into the artist’s unique universe. Each 

lot is a testimony to Le-Tan’s work, inspiration and way of life. The exceptional sale will be held in 

two sessions, with a live auction at Sotheby’s Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré gallery on 16 March, 

and an accompanying online sale open from 9-17 March. 

 

“A shrewd collector always purchases against the trend”: when Pierre Le-Tan penned these words in 

one of his last works, Quelques Collectionneurs, he may indeed have been speaking with himself in 

mind. An artist who disliked ‘decoration’ for its own sake, often direct his admiration at the model of 

a modest, discreet collector who collected across all time periods and categories.  

 

Pierre Le-Tan’s collection serves as a self-portrait of an unforgettable personality. It is the collection 

of a man with an artistic and intellectual background, the son of Le-Phô (1907-2001), a great 

Vietnamese painter who came to France in 1937, and the grandson of the last viceroy of Tonkin. 

Raised in Paris surrounded by his father’s collection of Asian and Western paintings, drawings, 

furniture and works of art, he made a name for himself at the age of nineteen when he illustrated 

two covers for the prestigious New Yorker magazine. 
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Le-Tan’s collecting began at an early age, as his father would take him to museums and antique 

shops, and as he child he would begin to accumulate a series of disparate objects in a white metal 

box. These early visits honed his eye, which was refined by his early financial independence – gained 

via literary collaborations – and the extensive travels that followed. In 1995, Le-Tan consigned his 

collection of post-war art to an auction at Sotheby’s London. Yet he never stopped collecting and 

carried on after 1995 more compulsively than ever, exclusively guided by his innate notion of quality. 

His final purchases date to just a few days before his death at the age of 70. With these sales of 

Pierre Le-Tan’s unusual collections, Sotheby’s Paris offers aficionados a rare opportunity to acquire 

souvenirs from a unique world that Le-Tan himself described as ‘elusive’. Indeed, even to the artist 

himself, the collection had a life of its own, continually evolving with each purchase and sale.  

 

Among the rarest offerings in the sale are a selection of 40 of Pierre Le-Tan’s own works. His 

drawings, which he only executed by special request or for his close friends, rarely appear on the 

market. His unique style is characterised by fine parallel lines and cross-hatching in ink, often 

enhanced with watercolours. The artist created a melancholic world through his drawings, nostalgia 

for an era that he had never really known. 

 

Beyond a roll call of the greatest magazines, Le-Tan also designed the covers 

of a number of books for American and French publishing houses alike. He 

even worked for the cinema, creating film sets and posters. One of his most 

important works is the cover that he created for The New Yorker showing a 

rainbow through a window. Published on 18 August 1977, it will be offered 

online with an estimate of €10,000-15,000. Another iconic drawing by the 

artist is the timeless image of a young woman seated on a bench, seen from 

behind as she gazes at the faraway Eiffel Tower, which Le-Tan considered the 

ultimate Parisian monument, (estimate: €4,000-€6,000).  

 

A further drawing featured in the sale is one of his last, drawn for a 2018 
exhibition. According to the introduction written by Le-Tan, the theme of the 
exhibition was the collection of Mr. X., which, in a mixture of fantasy and fact, 
was actually his own. The introduction tells the imaginary life of the collector 
and concludes with his death: Mr. X is found unresponsive in his leather 
armchair, still grasping a small ivory bust – probably his last purchase – 
between his fingers. The 2018 illustration (estimate: €5,000-€7,000) depicts 
the marble sculpture of Hercules attributed to Juste Le Court, which will also 
be offered as part of the auction (estimate: €30,000 and €50,000). 
 

Moreover, the collection includes a dozen of paintings executed by his father. 

Born in Cu Loc in 1907, Le-Phô is considered the most important Vietnamese 

modern artist. He specialised in still-lifes and ethereal depictions of Madonna 

with Child, bringing together the Western heritage that he learned from 

Victor Tardieu at the Vietnam University of Fine Arts with traditional 

Vietnamese art, influenced by the Chinese art of his ancestors. His works give 

pride of place to soft, meandering, expressive lines. He was fond of traditional 

subjects inspired by the Italian Renaissance, as shown by the painting Vierge à 

l’enfant (estimate: €50,000-€70,000). The sale will also feature a rare self-



portrait of Le-Phô dating from 1928, the year of his first public exhibition. Having remained in the 

family since it was painted, Autoportrait dans la forêt is estimated between €150,000 and €200,000.  

 

In Pierre Le-Tan’s own words, ‘nearly everything attracts me, from archaeology 

to Islam and from Asia to works on paper of every period’, and several objects 

reflect this harmonious yet unclassifiable world. Among the items that had been 

arranged in his living room are two that best encapsulate Pierre Le-Tan’s taste – 

appealing yet strange, futile yet poetic. These are a startling pair of foot-shaped 

shoes designed by Pierre Cardin in the 1980s (estimate: €800-€1,200), and a 19th-century wooden 

case of which the contents are coated with canary-yellow sulphur crystals (estimate: €2,000-€3,000). 

The artist’s fascination with high-society is brought to the fore with the plaster mould of the hand of 

famous dandy Stephen Tennant, dating to the 1930s (estimate: €100-€150).  

 

Among the most prominent works of the collection is a portrait of Pierre Le-

Tan sketched by David Hockney during a dinner at La Coupole on 20 June, 

1974 (estimate: €30,000-€50,000). Le-Tan’s collection reflects the broad range 

of artists he admired, from Christian Bérard – whose self-portrait (estimate: 

€4,000-€6,000) always stood on his desk – to Jean Cocteau, with two drawings 

of his dog Mousco (estimate: €1,200-€1,600 each), and Jean Hugo, with his 

marvellous gouache of football players (estimate: €6,000-€8,000).  

 

Le-Tan also had a passion for Islamic art, and particularly ceramics. The 

auction will include several decorative tiles, such as a set of four 16th-

century Iznik tiles (estimate: €3,000-€5,000), and a Safavid tile depicting a 

figure in a 17th-century landscape (estimate: €4,000- €6,000). His apartment 

was also strewn with Islamic rugs. They hung on the walls and were piled 

into successive layers on the floor and even on his worktable. 

 

The world of Pierre Le-Tan, which occupied just three small rooms of his 

seventh-arrondissement apartment – the entrance, the living room / library, and the office – will be 

pieced together in the galleries of Sotheby’s on rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré in the days preceding 

the auction. The exhibition will be open to the public from 11 to 15 March (closed on Sunday 14 

March).  
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* Estimates do not include buyer's premium or overhead premium. Prices achieved include the hammer price plus buyer's premium and 

overhead premium and are net of any fees paid to the purchaser where the purchaser provided an irrevocable bid. 
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